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NONDESTRUCTIVE NMR TECHNIQUE FOR MOISTURE DETERMINATION
IN RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

PROGRESS REPORT

by

L. Nuiiez, R.E. Gerald II, E. Growney, M. Kaminski, and S. Aumeier

ABSTRACT

This progress report focuses on experimental and computational studies
used to evaluate nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) for detecting, quantifying, and monitoring hydrogen
and other magnetically active nuclei (3H, 3He, ‘9Pu, 241Pu)in Spent nuclear fiels
and packaging materials. The detection of moisture by using a toroid cavity NMR
imager has been demonstrated in SiOz and U02 systems. The total moisture was
quantified by means of ‘H NMR detection of ~0 with a sensitivity of 100 ppm.
In addition, an MRI technique that was used to determine the moisture
distribution also enabled investigators to discriminate between bulk and stationary
water sorbed on the particles. This imaging feature is unavailable in any other
nondestructive assay (NDA) technique. Following the initial success of this “
program, the NMR detector volume was scaled up from the original design by a
factor of 2000. The capacity of this detector exceeds the size specified by DOE-
STD-3013-96.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Objective

The goal of the research project discussed in this report is to develop a nondestructive
assay (NDA) method that uses nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) for characterization of nuclear
materials. Currently, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has a large inventory of
unchmacterized and heterogeneous spent nuclear fuel and nuclear packaging materials. A novel
NMR technique is being evaluated as an NDA for nuclear materials. Nuclear materials in
interim storage require the periodic determination of material and storage container integrity, as
well as moisture content, prior to long-term packaging. Many sites within the DOE complex
have plans to repackage and store spent nuclear fuels, plutonium, and plutonium-bearing
materials in packages that will meet DOE standards. Recent estimates of the number of
plutonium packages that require opening and repackaging exceed 10,000. This number does not
include other Pu-bearing materials (e.g., certain residues, ash) that will also require long-term
packaging.

B. Moisture and Corrosion Issues

Both NDA and nondestructive evaluation (NDE) are required to ensure stability of both
the nuclear material and the packaging container. If moisture is not properly driven from the
spent fuel or Pu prior to packaging, then oxidation buildup of hydrogen gas in the package may
result from the hydrolysis reaction’

PUOZ(S)+ xHzO(adsorbed) - PuO(Z+X)+ xH2(g) (x=1,2) (1)

Thus, it is critical to isolate moisture from the nuclear material by ensuring low water content
when the material is initially packaged and by monitoring for leaks throughout the storage life.
Leaks in the outer container and the presence of oxyhalides within the packing material may also
result in corrosion of the package itself, degrading the structural integrity of the container.2s

Several NDA and NDE techniques (e.g., digital radiography, ultrasonic tests; see
Section II) have been proposed to address some of these reactivity concerns. However, a
significant amount of oxidation or degradation would have to occur before the effects would be
readily observable via current NDA techniques. Because these approaches focus on secondary
physical manifestations of the basic undesirable processes (e.g., oxidation, corrosion), they
would allow nuclear material and./or package degradation to advance significantly before
detection (if it were detected at all). The ideal approach would to focus on the primary physical
mechanism(s) or catalyst that causes the undesirable effects (e.g., by detecting the presence of
moisture and the basic chemical changes caused by moisture). The novel NMR technique
described in this report provides this method of analysis.
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c. Special Material Issues

This NMR technology also offers potential benefits in management and control of special
materials used in domestic reactors (e.g., EBR-11 spent fiel assemblies), research, and defense
activities.4 A nondestructive method for examination can provide reductions in work force
radiation exposure (as low as reasonably attainable, or ALARA) while increasing the inventory
that can be examined for the same cost. In addition, the development of a direct, reliable, and
portable NMR technique would be usefhl in measuring the concentration and distribution of
water and the ‘9Pu isotope within a storage container without having to change measurement
devices. This technique may also be needed to determine select fission and activation products
for a wide variety of critical applications, such as waste management, special nuclear materials
(SNM) management, control, and accountability (MC&A), and international safeguards.

In general, some type of robust and economical NDA and/or NDE of spent nuclear fiel,
nuclear material, and storage containment is required to ensure the safe, secure packaging and
storage of nuclear materials. In seeking to demonstrate the utility of a toroid cavity NMR as an
NDA, we have focused on the determination and characterization of moisture in oxide systems.
The toroid cavity NMR probe used in this investigation was a scaled model of a sealed Standard
DOE-3013-96 container, such as the containers expected to hold Pu- and U-bearing materials.
The NMR experiments were conducted to demonstrate the applicability of this NDA to monitor
moisture in a simulated standard container.

D. NMR Development and Applications

Table 1 indicates the NMR active nuclei that could be found in spent nuclear fuels or Pu-
bearing materials. These materials may be present during the process of sealing the containers,
or they may be introduced into packaged material by breach of containment during storage.
Table 1 also lists those NMR active nuclei that can result from known chemical reactions
between the nuclear materials and moisture. Specified in the table are the nuclear spin and NMR
resonance frequency for each of these elements. For those with spin I = 1/2, NMR imaging and
spectroscopy experiments are possible. For nuclei with I > 1/2, it is also possible to conduct
Nuclear Quadruple Resonance (.NQR)experiments. The most receptive nuclei (e.g., ‘H and ‘He)
are easily detectable at low levels because of their large nuclear magnetic moments and isotopic
purity, or high natural abundance. Although several actinide nuclei in Table 1 have a very low
natural abundance, the abundance in the waste materials is several orders of magnitude higher.
For example, the natural abundance of “PU is negligible. However, in Pu-bearing waste
products, “9Pu enrichment can be as high as 90%, which represents an increase by three orders of
magnitude in detectable signal level. The isotopic compositional (in mass percent) for various
grades of plutonium are shown in Table 2. The characterization of the spent nuclear fiel, Pu, and
Pu-bearing materials by means of NMR in terms of the nuclei listed in Table 1, requires different
imaging and spectroscopic methods. The choice of method depends on the nucleus, its
environment, and the dynamics of the molecule in the lattice in which it is located.



Table 1. NMR Nuclei and Their Characteristicsa
z Element A I NMRFrequencyMHz (10-kGfield)
1 H 1 1/2 42.5790
1 H 3 1/2 45.1129
2 He 3 1/2 32.433
7 N 15 1/2 3.0756
8 0 15 1/2 11.0
8 0 17 5/2 5.772
11 Na 23 3/2 11.262
13 Al 27 5/2 11.094
17 cl 35 312 4.1717
24 Cr 53 3/2 2.4065
26 Fe 57 1/2 1.3758
40 Zr 91 512 3.97249
43 Tc 99 912 9.5830
55 Cs 137 7/2 6.1459
80 Hg 199 1/2 7.59012
92 u 235 7/2 0.76
93 Np 237 5/2 18.0
94 Pu 239 1/2 3.05
94 Pu 241 5/2 2.09
95 Am 241 5/2 4.82
95 Am 243 5/2 4.79

‘A= AtomicWeight,Z = AtomicNumber,andI = NuclearSpin.

Table 2. Isotopic Composition of Plutonium (mass%)
Pu Bearing

Material Pu-238 Pu-239 PU-240 PU-241 PU-242
Weapon Grade <0.05 93.1 6.0 0.4 <0.05
Fuel Grade 0.1 86.1 12 1.6 0.2
Power Grade 1.0 62 22 12 3.0

E. NMR Toroid Cavity Imager

1. S~atial Distribution

One of the unique features of the toroid cavity resonator,S7 compared to solenoid
and Hehnholtz resonators, is that the radio-frequency magnetic field flux generated by the toroid
is fully contained within the device (Fig. 1). Correspondingly, the radio-frequency magnetic field
flux that emanates from a sample contained in the toroid and subjected to an excitation pulse of
electromagnetic radiation is completely captured (i.e., detected). This feature of the toroid cavity
makes it 2-4 times more sensitive to weak nuclear resonance signals that are conventional coil
resonators, and it allows a quantitative measurement of the total number of NMR-active nuclear
spins in the sample.
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Solenoid Helmholtz

roid

Fig. 1. Schematics of Radio-frequency (rf) Magnetic Field Coils
for NMR and Traces of the Fields That They Generate.
The Hehnholtz and solenoid coils are commonly used in
NMR experiments. The toroid coil and its analog, the
toroid cavity proposed in this study, offer some
performance advantages over these coils, such as
localization of the generated rf field to the coil interior
and increased detection sensitivity.

The toroid cavity also differs from other, more conventiomil electromagnetic
detectors in that it produces a gradient in the generated radio-frequency magnetic “field. This B,
field gradient has a mathematically well-defined spatial distribution, as shown in Fig. 2. This
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The B, Field Gradient for the Toroid Cavity. The
constant A is determined by the transmitter power.
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magnetic field gradient feature has two significant consequences. First, the sensitivity of the
toroid cavity is radially distributed, with the greatest sensitivity near the central axis of the
device. This enables measurements on samples of limited quantity. Second, concentric annular
regions of a sample contained in the toroid cavity exchange energy with the resonator circuit at
different rates. Thus, analysis of energy transfer rates in a toroid cavity can yield a radial spatial
mapping of the different nuclear constituents in a cylindrical sample container, such as the DOE-
STD-3013-96.

For samples placed in a magnetic field of sufficiently high homogeneity, it is
possible to record a spatial map of different chemical species containing a common nucleus. Not
only can a proton be distinguished from a uranium nucleus, but also protons in water molecules
can be distinguished from protons in hydrogen gas molecules. In fact, protons in water
molecules that are in different physical environments can be distinguished. Hence, we are able to
observe different resonance frequencies for liquid water contained in a capillary tube and for
water molecules that are on the surface of uranium or plutonium oxide particles. The combined
resolving capability, in chemical as well as spatial dimensions, makes the toroid cavity detector a
usefid device for analyzing and monitoring canisters containing various types of radioactive
materials, from spent nuclear fuel to plutonium ash (e.g., N reactor Iiel, Rocky Flats incinerator
ash).

A simple extension of the spatial imaging capability of the toroid cavity resonator
is the ability to spin-label the sample with nuclear magnetization alternating in opposite polarities
in a series of concentric cylindrical shells. With this labeling procedure, mobility of nuclei within
the cavity can be measured. The mobility can be stochastic or coherent, and it can be measured
on a variable length scale, extending from a few micrometers to several millimeters. This
technique is suitable for measuring transport velocities of fluids and gases within a sealed
container, or at the interior surface of a canister where there might be perfusion.

2. Rotating Frame Imaging

Hoult5 developed the rotating frame imaging (WI) method in 1979 using an
asymmetrically shaped transmitter coil to achieve a 131field gradient within the sample region.
Thus, different regions of the sample absorbed energy at different rates because the energy
absorption process is controlled by the local strength of the BI field. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
collection of a series of spectra with incrementally longer pulse widths provides an arnplitude-
modulated intensity profile (interferogram). In this situation, two chemical species are exposed
to different B, field values. Once the intensity data are Fourier-transformed, using the pulse
width as the time parameter, the nutation frequency for each species is obtained. The nutation
frequencies can be converted to distances if the functional dependence of the BI field is known.
Thus, the RFI image of a homogeneously filled toroid cavity measures the relative quantity of
sample that is located at each accessible value of the BI field. This technique can be used to
determine the diffusion coefficients of nuclei and the molecular species of the nuclei.
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Fig. 3.

3.

The Rotating Frame Imaging Experiment. The contents of a probe that
possesses a well-characterized B, field gradient are excited with rf pulses of
incrementally increasing length t, producing the data necessary to perform a
two-dimensional (2-D) Fourier transform (FT). The l?T along each free
induction decay (FID) signal provides the precession frequency (chemical
shift). The FT across the spectra provides the nutation frequency (radial
position).

Diffusion Measurements

Diffusion coefilcient measurements have been obtained in a single chemical-shift-
resolved RFI experiment that used a toroid cavity detector. This method has advantages over the
standard pulse-gradient spin-echo (PGSE) technique. One major difference is that, using the
toroid-cavity methodology, the scale on which diffimion is observed can be controlled and
adjusted so that micrometer path lengths and longer can be evaluated. The other advantage of the
RFI method over traditional methods is that a multicomponent ensemble of spin active chemical
species can be studied in a single experiment using the chemical shift resolution capability.

4. Relaxation Time

The relaxation of nuclear spins, described by the NMR parameters T1 and T,,
results from time-varying magnetic fields at the nuclear sites. These magnetic field fluctuations
are most effective when the fluctuation frequency is close to the Larmor frequency of nuclear
precession. Measurement of the spin lattice (T,) and spin-spin (Tz) time constants can be used to
characterize the dynamics of molecular species inside and outside the spent nuclear fuel and
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waste container. For example, TI for water protons on the surface of waste containers or on spent
fuel elements can be correlated directly with the salt concentrations in the water due to the
changes in molecular dynamics from water/ion interactions. Therefore, T, observations provide a
measure of the degree to which the environment is corrosive to a metal waste container or to
spent nuclear fuel elements.

F. Magic-Angle Spinning

Magic-angle spinning (MAS) NMR spectroscopy involves spinning a cylindrical sample
container about an axis tilted 54.7° from the static external field. This method removes homo-
and heteronuclear dipole-dipole interactions that are similar in magnitude to the spin rate. In
many molecukw systems, the dipolar interaction is the dominant interaction. However, in PuOX
the magnetic dipoles of the oxygen nuclei are small and not in high natural abundance, but the
chemical shielding interactions from many-electron atoms (e.g., ‘9Pu) can be quite significant.
The MAS technique averages these large chemical shielding anisotropies to isotropic values.
The isotropic chemical shift is sensitive to the electronic environment of the nucleus. Therefore,
MAS provides a useful means for characterizing different chemical structures of “PU in a solid.

G. Nuclear Quadruple Resonance Measurements

The NQR technique is suitable for probing the symmetry at a nuclear site and the nature
(ionic/covalent) of the chemical bonding to that nucleus. This method requires that the nucleus
have an electric quadruple moment. Thirteen of the nuclei listed in Table 1, including 24’Pu,
possess this property and, therefore, are suitable for NQR experiments. NQR experiments do not
require an external magnetic field and therefore can be carried out in large solenoid coils. Since
the sensitivity of the experiment is proportional to the size of the sample, this technique is
particularly well-suited to large samples (greater than 0.5 kg). The NQR resonance of 24’Pu
would be especially useful for characterizing the overall morphology of a PuOXspeciation ratio.

H. Previous N1’vlRStudies on Actinides

The nuclear magnetic moments of ‘9Pu was determined directly by magnetic resonance
techniques in the rnid-1960s. Further studies, which evaluated the actinides to determine the
possibility of using NMR methods in solution, have concluded that the Np(VI) and the Pu(IV)
ions were the easiest to detect.g However, in most of these systems, the actinides are dilute and
are difficult to detect compared to the spent nuclear fiel elements and packaging materials.
Uranium has been studied indirectly in hydrides, oxide, fluoride, and (U1-XPuX)A12.’”4

MarIy potential applications of multinuclear magnetic resonance (MMR) have been
investigated; most notable are those in which molten salt mixtures were studied.]s Extensive
studies of LiNO#OJO~ melts’s and metalhmmonia systemslc have illustrated the ability of MMR
to monitor various nuclei in a system. In MMR studies of chloroaluminate melts, the nuclei of
‘H, ‘Na, “Al, and 35CIwere simultaneously monitored to determine their local environment and
the structural features of the melt.]7 High-temperature studies of molten NaN03 have been used
to elucidate the fundamental structural features of nitrate salts.ls In relation to the chemistry of
vitrification, 29Sisolids and molten silicates have been studied as a function of temperature up to
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1250°C. ‘8-20Other elements of interest studied by MMR include Al, B, C, Cd, Hg, Na, U, Zr,
and many other isotopes.2’-27Isotopes of Zr, Al, and O are important because they are major
components of some nuclear fuel materials. The NMR process is based on radio-fi-equency
absorption, so it is independent of the radiation field. The NDA method promises continuous,
on-line, compact sensing at relatively low costs. The concentration of the ‘9Pu can be
determined because the relatively high concentrations of the isotope are present in spent nuclear
fuel and blanket elements. This program proposes to use the available literature and mature
technology to aid in process control for nuclear materials management activities.

I. Toroid Cavity and Imaging NMR Development

The toroid cavity NMR imaging probe invented at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL),
is capable of recording one-dimensional radial concentration profiles for each NMR resonance in
the sample. The data acquisition and processing are far simpler than any conventional MM
approach capable of providing identical information in one dimension. The basic methodology
for recording images by using the toroid cavity probe is similar to the RFI technique described
by Hoult in 1979.5 This technique requires a radio frequency magnetic field (BI) gradient. The
B, field in the toroid cavity is given by B, = A/r, where A is a constant that is determined by the
transmitter power and r is the radial distance from the center of the cavity. The field is strongest
near the central conductor and weakest next to the inner wall of the cavity. Recording a series of
NMR spectra with an incrementally increasing rf pulse length produces an interferogram.
Fourier transformation of this interferogram generates a three-dimensional data set. One axis is
reciprocal distance which can be converted to give a radial axis, and the second is the chemical
shift, which provides a detailed map of the chemistry of the system under study. The third axis
defines the signal strength (power) at each radial position and chemical shift. This axis provides
a quantitative measure of the number of spins of a particular chemical species, and in turn,
through knowledge of the geometry, the concentration of the chemical species.

The toroid cavity detector offers several attractive features. It is the only NMR detector
that can be easily fabricated in a machine shop. Also, it is simple to use, and no external
magnetic field gradient is required. Furthermore, it offers high sensitivity, high chemical shift
resolution, and a micrometer-sized spatial resolution near the central conductor. These features
will have direct utility in the investigation of radionuclides.

J. Battery Applications

The toroid cavity NMR detector has been successfully developed into a device capable of
imaging electrochemical processes. In the toroid cavity/electrochemical NMR cell, the central
conductor also serves as a working electrode. A second circular wire is wrapped around the
central conductor and is utilized as a counter electrode. A pellet of solid electrolyte is pressed
between the two electrodes, thus forming an electrochemical cell. A potential applied across the
two electrodes results in an electric field directed radially outward from the central conductor.
This electric field directs the flow of charge carriers in the electrolyte along the radial coordinate.
Imaging the electrolyte before and after applying the electric field provides a direct measurement
of the displacement of the charge carriers.
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Under certain environmental conditions, oxidationheduction reactions in the spent
nuclear fuel element or the Pu waste can result in the formation of ions. Since the toroid
cavity/electrochemical NMR probe can detect different chemical species, it may be possible to
identi$ and quantify the amount and mobility of the ionic species resulting from degradation
reactions. This is a new and potentially very important application of the toroid cavity device for
studying electrochemical reactions in radioactive materials. In situ electrochemical studies in
radioactive storage containers have not been reported in the literature, yet these types of studies
would be beneficial in furthering our understanding of the redox chemistry of nuclear waste
materials in long-term storage.
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II. CURRENT TECHNIQUES IN NONDESTRUCTIVE ANALYSIS

This section focuses on the processes used to stabilize plutonium oxide and some of the
current techniques that are used to monitor the moisture content and stability of stored nuclear
materials.

A. Plutonium Oxide Stabilization

Plutonium oxide is stabilized by a calcination process in which the material is exposed to
an oxidizing environment at an elevated temperature. During this process, moisture and other
adsorbates are effectively removed by heating the oxide in air at 950°C or higher for at least two
hours.” The calcination process reduces the surface area of the powder, thereby reducing the
readsorption of moisture and minimizing dispensability. However, during subsequent handling
and packaging, moisture sorption can still take place. Although the amount of moisture may be
reduced, the problem of moisture is not alleviated.

B. Loss-On-Ignition

The loss-on-ignition (LOI) test is the standard procedure for confting the thermal
stability of plutonium oxide.29-30The weight loss that results from heating a representative sample
of calcined oxide in air to above the thermal stabilization temperature is measured. The heat
treatment eliminates any residual moisture and volatile compounds. The standard requires
calcined oxide to exhibit a less than 0.5 mass percent LOI after heating in air at 1000°C or higher

—. -.
also requires that a batch of plutonium oxide o~tain
generation of gases and the subsequent over-

tor at least one hour. ‘l’hestandard procedure
sufficient stability in order to avoid the
pressurization.

c. Plutonium Package Pressurization

The reaction in Eq. 1 is measurable at 25°C when the concentration of adsorbed water
present on the oxide surface is high. For example, a maximum theoretical pressure in the inner
DOE-STD-3013-96 container is calculated on the basis of the sum of the initial pressure sealed
in the container during packaging, the pressure that could be generated by chemical reactions
involving residual adsorbates (e.g., moisture, plastic), and the pressure of helium generated by
the alpha decay of plutonium. This calculation is shown in Eq. 2:

~ ~p+ 0.67(LOI)(M)(T) +1.3x10_@@(t)(T)

‘TO i V– (0.087 m3)
(2)

where

T = maximum

TO = maximum

temperature (K) (estimated to be 477 K)

average temperature of gas in the sealed container (K)

P, = atm spheric pressure when the container is sealed (psia)
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LOI = loss on ignition (%)

M = mass of packaged oxide (kg)

v = free volume of the container (L)

t = elapsed storage time (years)

Several of the techniques available to measure water content in plutonium oxides are discussed
below.

D. Thermal Neutron Moderation

One of the current methods for moisture analysis is thermal neutron moderation, which
uses califomium as a neutron source and has a sensitivity of 0.04 wt% water. This nonintrusive,
nondestructive technique requires <30 min per measurement and is useful for quick screening of
moisture content. The elemental interference from uranium and salts, as well as the indirect
method of water detection, are among the limitations of this technique. It is still in the
developmental stage; a bench top model is being evaluated.

E. Supercritical Carbon Dioxide Fluid Extraction

Supercritical carbon dioxide can be used to extract water from plutonium oxide. This
technique directly measures water content by passing the effluent through a hydrometer or a
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) detector. The measurements require 5-10 g of sample. The
detection limit for the supercritical carbon dioxide extraction technique is 0.08% water. The
technique can discriminate between water and organics. However, this invasive technique is
unable to extract water within a matrix, such as water of hydration, and is limited to the
extraction cell temperature of 100”C.

F. Interstitial Gas Analysis

Another technique for water analysis is interstitial gas analysis. It is the most sensitive of
the techniques discussed here, having a sensitivity of 1 ppm water in a 1.5-g sample. This
destructive technique requires <30 rnin per measurement and is useful for quick screening of
moisture content. The measurement requires 2 g of sample and directly measures the mass of
water evolved at typical temperatures between 300 and 950”C. A limitation of the technique is
that salt distillation products can interfere with the detector.

G. Container Integrity and Stability

A limited number of NDA techniques can monitor the integrity and stability of nuclear
material storage containers. These techniques include radiography, ‘which is used to observe
physical changes in the storage material and dimensional changes in the inner chamber of the
DOE-STD-3013 container. Acoustic resonance spectroscopy is used to detect pressure changes,
and weight measurements are used to determine changes indicative of a breach in the package.
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techniques have various limitations upon which the NMR toroid

H. Nondestructive Analysis for Plutonium Monitoring

Nondestructive analysis techniques are an essential part of international safeguards, waste
management, and materials control and accounting strategies. These techniques help guard
against SNM diversion through the verification of declared fuel exposures and aid in the
verification of SNM isotopes and mass in a variety of situations. However, only under special
conditions can NDA give a direct measure of ‘9Pu mass present in a sample. The plutonium
isotope content of nonirradiated material can usually be determined through the application of
high resolution gamma-ray spectroscopy. For irradiated material, however, the problem is more
difficult. The high gamma-ray background associated with the fission products makes the direct
measurement of plutonium content via gamma-ray spectroscopy impossible. Active neutron
interrogation (delayed neutron analyses and active coincidence analyses) may be hindered by
self-shielding effects or the presence of numerous fissile and fertile isotopes. Passive neutron
analyses can yield valuable information concerning 2~u (if Cm content is relatively low) but
will not directly yield information concerning 29Pu, the major plutonium isotope of concern in
international safeguards. It would be desirable to have a compact, affordable NDA technique
with the capability of directly determining ‘9Pu concentration and distribution in fiel assemblies
regardless of past irradiation history. This is where the application of NMR would be valuable.
This NDA is achieved by the “Pu nuclear spin properties (I = 1/2), regardless of the past
irradiation history of the sample.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH

A. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Analyses

In this study, lH NMR rotating frame images of Si02 systems (described below) were
recorded at room temperature. A Varian ~lNOVA-300WB spectrometer was used at the
following settings: spectrometer frequency, 299.962 MHz; spectral width, 5 kHz; 512 data
points; 15-s recycle delay; and 16 transients per spectrum. The number of spectra recorded, with
a pulse width increment of 27 ps (spectral width, 18.518 kHz), was 2560. The two-dimensional
data sets were processed with 2-Hz and O-Hz line broadening in the F2 (proton resonance
frequency) and F1 (spatial) dimensions, respectively. Difision experiments required an
additional pulse of duration 3456 ps and a delay of 0.5 s, executed at the beginning of the pulse
sequence.7

B. Solids Analyses

The solid samples were analyzed by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM). In the SEM analysis, spectra and images for oxide
samples were collected with a Topcon ABT 60 SEM with backscattering capabilities and a
Princeton Gamma-Tech or Noran energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) system for
compositional analysis. The surfaces of powdered samples were examined after mounting the
particles on double-sided tape and applying a carbon coating.

c. Surface-Area Analyses

The surface areas of the samples were measured by using a Quantachrome Monosorb@
Instrument. The surface-area calibration was monitored with National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) standad reference material. The instrument calibration was monitored daily
by injecting 1.0-cm3 of air into the purge gas, using a calibrated Quantachrome 1.0 cm’ syringe.
A known weight of sample was loaded into a clean standard glass cell. The sample cell was
outgassed in a flowing 30 mol% N@dance He mixture at 200”C overnight to remove any
surface contamination. The samples were cooled to room temperature and submerged in a liquid
nitrogen bath promote the sorption of Nz from the purge gas onto the sample surface. After
equilibration was reached, the liquid nitrogen was removed, and the sample was heated rapidly
with hot air to force the resorption of Nz from the sample into the purge gas. A thermal
conductivity detector quantified the desorbed N2 in the purge gas and the integrated volume of Nz
gas was calculated. This value could then be directly converted to a measure of the surface area
of the sample.

D. Moisture Determination in Silicon Dioxide

In a series of control experiments, the toroid cavity was filled with 94.0 g of SiO,
containing ambient levels of adsorbed moisture, together with a sealed glass capillary tube
containing 29.5 mg of ~0 (bulk water), which was used as a calibration standard. The
photograph in Fig. 4 shows the toroid device and contents used for this experiment.
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Fig. 4. The Toroid Cavity Probe (filled with SiO, and a
water reference capillary)

In a separate series of experiments, ~0 was injected into the sample through a small hole
in the toroid cavity. The hole was intended to mimic a mechanical breach point on the DOE-
STD-3013 type container surface, as if it had been compromised by degradation or mechanical
puncture.

E. Moisture Determination in Uranium Oxide

A small capilhuy tube (1 mm OD, 50 mm long) containing 11.31 mg of F$O was placed
adjacent to the central conductor. A glass capillary tube (2.5 mm OD, 50 mm long) containing
405.83 mg of UO, was mounted radially outward from the ~0 sample tube, as shown Fig. 5.

Although in this particular application the sample was encapsulated in a glass tube, the
entire free volume of the toroid cavity was available for sample containment and could be used.
The capacity of the toroid cavity used in this work was approximately 100 cm’.

F. Moisture Determination in Plutonium Oxide

Experimental methods for moisture determination in plutonium oxide systems are
currently being designed. A safety review has been completed and is included in Appendix I.
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Toroid Cavity

NMR Probe

U02 Sample

Fig.5. Schematic Drawing of Toroid Cavity NMR Probe Used
for the Determination of UOZMoisture Content
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IV. SURFACE ANALYSIS RESULTS

In this section, we describe surface analyses that were conducted on oxide materials. The
solid-phase features were studied to relate the effects of surface area to moisture sorption and to
further our understanding of the NMR results.

A. Microscopic Examination of Uranium Oxide

Depleted uranium oxide was obtained commercially (Cerac Co.) and sieved into two
fractions. The samples were 100 (149 pm) and 325 (44 pm) mesh size fractions. The SEM
image in Fig. 6a shows the homogeneous 100-mesh particles. The 325-mesh particles shown in
Fig. 6b have lower homogeneity in morphology and a larger amount of fine particles. The
composition of the fine particles was confirmed to be uranium oxide by EDS (see Fig. 7). Both
uranium oxide samples have a typical gray color and have sufilcient surface area for the sorption

Fig. 6. Scanning Electron Micrograph Images of UO, Particles (a) 100-Mesh Size (-149pm
diameter) and (b) 325-Mesh Size (-44 ~m diameter). Note the large amount of fine
particulate matter present in the 325-mesh sample.

B. Microscopic Examination of Plutonium Oxide

The various radioactive fly ash samples from the Rocky Flats site3’were evaluated in this
investigation. It was observed that the percentage of transition metals can vary from 2 to 25 wt%
while the PuOZcontent is between 0.3 and 0.8 wt%. Size fractionation showed that, for mesh
size M5, the fly ash waste streams contained 43-61 wt% PuOZ. The next-highest fraction
18-23 wt% PuOZ, was in the 45-80 mesh size. Using SEM, larger particles (>5 pm) were
observed to contain both Pu-rich and Pu-lean fractions. Figure 8 shows an SEM image with Pu-
rich and Pu-lean particles illustrated by backscattering measurements. Other mineral phases (not
shown) in Pu ash were observed, such as an aluminosilicate phase, CaAISiOX,possibly amorthite,
SiO,-quartz, CaMgSiOX,zirconia (artifact from grinding), and SiTiOX.
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Fig. 7. Spectrum of the Fine Particles Found in the 325-Mesh
U02 Sample. The spectrum confms that the particles
are composed of U02, as are the more spherical particles
seen in Fig. 6b. U = Uranium, C = Carbon, O = Oxygen.

Fig. 8. Backscattering Image of Rocky Flats Ash
Showing Pu-Rich (bright spots) and Pu-Lean
Particles

c. Surface Area Measurements of SiO, and UO, Samples

The surface areas for standmd 52-pm and 120-pm SiO, samples were calculated on the
basis of a spherical geometry. The surface areas for both the 100- and 325-mesh uranium oxide
samples were determined by means of surface area measurements using the BET methods. The
results of the BET measurements are presented in Table 3. The surface area for the smaller UOZ
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particles was unexpectedly lower than the particles with larger diameter. The large concentration
of UOZ fine particles that was observed in the SEM image of
expected to contribute to a larger overall
the contrary, a smaller surface area was
porosity between the two size fractions.

surface area, compared to
observed, suggesting that

the 44-~m-size sample was
the 149-pm-size sample. On
there is a large difference in

Table 3. Surface Area for Uranium Oxide

Diameter, pm Description Surface Area, m2/g
52 Glass SiO, Spheresa 0.025
120 Glass SiO, Spheresa 0.011
44 Uranium Oxide 2.65
149 Uranium Oxide 6.99

aGeometric estimate.

D. Estimation of Moisture on Particles

The moisture content on the particles can be estimated by making some simple
approximations. The U02 particles are nearly spherical, so moisture content approximations can
be based upon this simple, well-known geome~. To begin, the surface area of a sphere is given
by

S@eR= 4nr2 (3)

where r is the radius of the sphere. The volume of a sphere is given by

v,p~en= (4/3)m?

The weight of a sphere is dependent upon the density of the material,

Wsphere = Pvsphere (5)

where p is the material density. It is assumed here that the material is homogeneously distributed
throughout the sphere. The specific area (SA) is defined by

s
SA = ‘hm

w
(6)

sphere

where SA is expressed as units of area per unit weight (cm2/g and m2/g are examples).

A monolayer of molecules on the surface of the sphere can be treated as a shell having a
thickness equal to the diameter of the surface molecule. Multiple layers can be computed by

(4)
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using a multiple of the surface molecule effective diameter. Thus, the volume of an n-layer shell
is

(7)

The weight of the multilayer shell can be found with an equation of the same form as Eq. 5. The
mass of water fraction is defined as the ratio of the mass of water (w~h~ll)and the total mass of
the hydrated pa.rtiCk (wTIJ~ = wsph~~ + Wshe]l). Because of the usually large difference in the
amounts of these materials, it is common to express this fraction in parts per million (ppm).
Thus,

Mass Fraction = * x 106
Total

(8)

Using Eq. 8, consider a 149-pm-diameter U02 sphere. Given a density of 8.11 g/cm3 for
UO,, the specific area is SA = 4.97 x 10-3m2/g = 49.7 cm2/g. This is three orders of magnitude
smaller than the value determined by the BET method as reported in Table 3. The discrepancy
suggests that the UOZ particles have a very porous microstructure that could encourage the
pooling of microdroplets on the surface or in pores rather than the formation of uniform
monolayer shells.

Several monolayer of water were considered, and the mass fraction for each case was
computed using Eqs. 7 and 8. The results show a relationship that can be described by the linear
equation relating number of layers of water (MLW,~)to the mass fraction of that water on a 149-
pm-diameter UOZsphere (h@uoz-l@),

Ml?uo2.l@= 0.94xMLwatir (9)

This approximate analysis tells us that for the water detection level of interest (-50 ppm
or less), surface water on these uranium oxide particles exists in multiple monolayer, provided
that each particle is a nonporous, solid sphere. Furthermore, based on this simple geometrical
model, adsorbed surface moisture at a level of 50 ppm would behave as bulk water in an RFI
diffhion experiment. The BET measurements provided unique and independent information
about the uranium oxide samples, specifically the porous nature of the particles. It is possible
that the range of mass fractions considered in this exercise could have been easily achieved by
water trapped in surface pockets instead of bulk water in a thick water shell. Although previous
NMR RFI diffusion experiments that used magnetization gratings smaller than the particle size
confined that water behaved as bulk water, future RFI experiments will be conducted with
magnetization gratings of a size equal to or larger than that of the particles. This will enable
investigators to determine whether the water still behaves the same as a bulk water sample
(indicative of water diffusing between confluent water shells on the outside of neighboring,
nonporous spheres) or different from bulk water (indicative of droplets trapped in surface pockets
or in the porous microstructure of these particles).
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V. RESULTS FROM NMR ANALYSIS

The NMR results are presented and discussed for silicon dioxide and depleted uranium
oxide samples.

A. Moisture Determination in Silicon Oxide

Spectroscopic images were recorded with the RFI NMR technique to determine the total
moisture content of the SiOz sample and the spatial (radial) distribution of the adsorbed moisture
in the toroid cavity. Since the proton resonance frequency (F2 or chemical shift dimension) for
bulk water was nearly identical to that for adsorbed water, we employed the radial dimension
@l) to separate the two signals. By taking a cross section of the 2-D spectrum at the water
proton frequency, the radial profile shown in Fig. 9 was created. Integration of the signals for
bulk and adsorbed water in the F1 dimension allowed us to determine the absolute quantities of
each type of water. These control experiments demonstrated that the toroid cavity NMR detector
can be used to quantitatively detect 50.05 wt. % ~0. With fiuther modifications, a lower-level
detection limit of 0.005 wt% (50 ppm) is expected.
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Fig. 9. Radial Profile of F$O Concentration
in the Capillary Reference Tube and
in Granular SiOz

The permeation of the NO throughout a dry Si02 sample was monitored by recording
images every half hour over a period of 24 hours after the sample was injected with a controlled
amount of moisture. The ~0 remained localized at the point of injection, as shown in Fig. 10.
The mobility of water was also monitored on a length scale of tens of microns in a diffusion
experiment (results not shown here) where the proton longitudinal magnetization was modulated.
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These various experiments demonstrated the capabilities of the toroid cavity
quantitatively detecting and monitoring moisture contained in a solid sample.

NMR probe for

(a) (b) (c)

Fig lO. Introduction of Moisture into the SiOz-Filled Toroid
Cavity and Monitoring of the Mobility of the Water
over a 24-h Period. The images represent the 2-D
Fourier transforms that display chemical shift (F2
axis, into the page) and nutation or radial position
@l, left to right). (a) Image obtained for dry sample
with a water-filled capillary for reference. (b) Data
for same sample as in (a), just after introduction of
water into the dry Si02. (c) Data collected from same
sample 24 hours after the introduction of water into
the SiO,.

B. Moisture Determination in Uranium Oxide

Figure 11 shows a radial image of the water protons contained in the toroid cavity. The
large resonance that occurs at lower chemical shift (more shielded) and closer radial position (the
radial dimension increases from right to left) was assigned to the bulk water signal. This agrees
with the physical placement of the bulk water capillary nearer to the central electrode of the
toroid cavity detector, as depicted in Fig. 5. The smaller signal was attributed to the adsorbed
water on the uranium oxide particles. The location of the smaller signal is at a more distant
radial position, which agrees with the physical placement of the sample (center-to-center distance
between capillary tubes, 2.44 mm). Because both water signals are easily resolved in the F2
dimension, integration of the signals in this dimension is suitable for analyzing the water content
of the uranium oxide sample. In this case, the radial image provides conikrning evidence that the
smaller signal can be assigned to the uranium oxide sample, especially since an unexpectedly
large, deshielded shift of approximately 3 ppm from the bulk water signal was observed for the
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uranium oxide adsorbed water signal. We attribute this large shift to the paramagnetic properties
of the uranium oxide particles. Integration of both signals indicates that the uranium oxide signal
represented 2.52 mg ~0, which corresponds
particles.

HZOExternal
Reference

to 0.62 wt% moisture on the uranium oxide

.<. . -.
*<?+:,- 2*- ~ .,~..~~ f++., A’* “ 1.

Radial Position

Fig. 11. Proton Image Spectrum Collected for Water in UO, Sample

It is particularly important to quanti~ the mobility of water on UO, particles and,
subsequently, on PU02 samples. Figure 12 illustrates our approach to measuring water molecule
transport in the bulk reference sample and on the surface of the U02 particles. The longitudinal
component of the proton nuclear magnetization was modulated with spacing of tens of microns.
The temporal evolution of the magnetization grating for the water signal from both capillary
tubes indicated that, on this length scale for the magnetization gratings, the mobility of water on
the uranium oxide particles is very similar to that for water in the bulk phase. Therefore, we
conclude that the water on the uranium oxide particles is not in the form of a two-dimensional
monolayer, but rather the surface water exists in the form of microscopic droplets on the surfaces
or in pores of the particles. In a subsequent experiment, we will form a longitudinal
magnetization grating with much larger spacing than the dimension of the average particle. This
experiment will monitor the mobility of water from one particle to another, and hence,
throughout the bulk sample. In summary, the quantification and imaging of moisture content
was obtained by using a toroid cavity NMR technique. The diffusion measurements allow the
monitoring of water mobility in SiOz, and UOZ,other solid samples.
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VI. SIMULATIONS OF NMR BEHAVIOR

This section briefly describes the computations used to examine
materials in the toroid cavity detector over the course of this investigation.

A. Magnetic Susceptibility

Susceptibility, ~, is commonly used in a dimensionless form that represents the amount
of magnetization per unit volume of a material (sometimes called “volume susceptibility”).
Thus, all materials have their own inherent magnetic susceptibility and, consequently, their own
influence on the applied homogeneous field of the NMR magnet and the resulting measured
spectra. Paramagnetic materials are those materials that have positive values for ~ that are
generally smaller than 102.32 A positive, measurable magnetization can be induced in these
materials, but only in the presence of an applied magnetic field. Diamagnetic materials are
characterized by having a negative value for ~. Though diamagnetic susceptibilities have values
only as low as -1 for some superconducting materials, most materials encountered in NMR have
susceptibilities that are generally between Oand –10-5. A negative, measurable magnetization can
be induced in these materials, but again only in the presence of an applied magnetic field.

When placed in a magnetic field objects of arbitrary geometry with different
susceptibilities can have complex effects on the induced magnetization, the distortion field, and
the subsequent NMR frequency spectrum. The simplest case to consider is a finite width, infinite
plane composed of a material with susceptibility different from that of its surroundings. In this
case, the distortion field associated with this material (the field that results from introduction of
the material into an applied magnetic field) is a constant everywhere inside and everywhere
outside of this infinite plane, and the constant field value inside differs from that outside. A
constant offset in field manifests itself as a constant offset in the measurable NMR frequency
(i.e., pure spectral shifi). Thus, for this infinite plane, the spectra for NMR active nuclei inside
the plane would be shifted in one direction and those outside the plane would be shifted in the
other direction. If, however, we change this infinite plane to any object of finite extent, a
spatially dependent field distortion is introduced. The resulting distortion field will manifest
itself as some combination of spectral spread and shift in the measurable NMR spectrum,
depending upon the geometry of the object. Therefore, much effort has been put into avoiding
susceptibility mismatches. These efforts include the careful designing of NMR probes and the
inclusion of materials having susceptibilities similar to that of the NMR sample, so that
susceptibility mismatch boundaries are extended beyond the NMR detection regions. These
mismatches have also been addressed (less successfully) by use of the room-temperature shim
coils of NMR systems.

Where shimming and preventative measures fail, the induced magnetic field distortion
can be calculated and used to correct the NMR spectrum in post-processing steps. The effects of
field distortions on the NMR spectrum can be calculated by using computational electromagnetic
(CEM) techniques that consider the susceptibilities involved and the geometries of the borders
between these regions of different susceptibility. The ftite element method (F.EM) and the
finite-difference time domain (FDTD) method are two such CEM techniques that have been used

the different sample
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for this purpose in previous studies.33-~ However, integral equation methods (specifically,
boundary-element methods) offer some computational advantages over the FEM and FDTD
techniques. First, bounday-element methods consist of computing surface integrals over the
boundary between susceptibility regions, which is far simpler than computing over volumes, as
in the case of the other two methods. Second, there may be artifacts introduced into the solutions
of FEM or FDTD solutions because of the finite extent of modeled sample regions and the
concomitant boundary effects. A geometric growth of sample points results from multiplying the
size of the model sample volume in order to create a sufllcient buffer from these boundary
artifacts. As a result, these techniques become cumbersome to implement and computationally
intensive. A review of the implementation of a boundary element technique is included in
Appendix II of this document.

B. Uranium Oxide Simulation

The uranium oxide particles considered in this study have an inherently spherical shape
(as seen in the SEM results). This fact was advantageous in terms of surface modeling, because
it suggested that a simple sphere could be used to represent a susceptibility mismatch boundary
as it would exist for a uranium oxide particle. A single sphere was considered in a model of the
field distortions experienced by a plane of points immediately surrounding it. Although the
surface integral over the sphere was fi.dly three dimensional, the restriction to a plane of points
made this a two-dimensional application that could be easily extended to three dimensions. A
detailed derivation is provided in Appendix II. Given this spatial distribution of magnetic field
values (and thus, frequency values), bin counting was performed, and a histogram was generated
to approximate the NMR distortion spectrum that would have been measured from the spins
within the immediate neighborhood of the sphere.

As seen in Fig. 13a, the z-component of the distortion field (the component that has a
fust-order influence on measured nuclear precession frequencies) due to a sphere is displayed as
a contour of “isovalue” field lines. Each isovalue curve represents a population of nuclei all
having the same precession frequency. The length of each line represents the strength or signal
power at the corresponding frequency. Thus, the line length could be considered the height of an
impulse function at that frequency in the spectrum. A continuum of these isovalue curves
throughout the sample space would represent the continuum of all possible frequencies that could
be measured. The length of each isovalue curve would represent the respective heights of a
continuum of impulse fi.mctions, and the superposition of these impulses would constitute the
true spectrum. A more pragmatic approach to estimating the spectrum (especially for quantized
data) is the histogram formation; that is how Fig. 13b was obtained from the data in Fig. 13a.

The histogram will take on the full form of the spectrum when a full volume of tkuee-
dimensional sample points is considered. However, the incomplete histogram for the two-
dimensional application still offers some important information about the observed spectral
distortion. Most notably, the spectral distortion due to one sphere is a dispersion of signal power
over a range of frequencies, but without shift, as shown in Appendix II. It is proposed that
considering multiple spheres in one or more packing configurations could supply a result
equivalent to what was empirically observed. Future work should extend this effort to three
dimensions and consider such packing models.
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Fig.13. Contour Map Used in Estimationof Frequency Dispersion fiomFieldDistofion. This
estimation begins, for this 2-D example, with the estimated field distortion isovalue
contour map (a). Each contour represents a different frequency in’ the distorted
frequency spectrum (b). The length of each isovalue contour line in (a) is proportional
to the number of nuclei processing at that representative frequency and, thus,
contributes to the spectral height at that frequency in (b). The spectrum estimate in (b)
was actually generated by a histogram counting method over the sample space outside
of the sphere shown in (a).
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VII. SCALE-UP DESIGN

A series of three toroid cavity NMR probes of increasing size is shown in Fig. 14. The
smallest cavity, with a volume of 8.0 cm3, has been tuned to resonate at frequencies up to
500 MHz. This cavity is designed for high-pressure and temperature applications. The midsize
cavity is 7.4 cm in diameter and 21 cm long; it has a capacity of 1800 cm3, or 4.7 kg for solids
with a nominal density of 2.6 g/cm3. This cavity is a suitable storage container for nuclear
materials and is similar to the DOE STD-3013 container. The large cavity measures 15.2 cm in
diameter, is 60 cm in length (approx. 6 in. x 24 in.), and has a volume of 21.8 Li. This container
can hold over 50 kg of solid material with a nominal density of 2.6 g/cm3.

Fi

(compared to a 55 g~ drum).

Large toroid cavities, having a length dimension similar to the wavelength of the radio
frequency electromagnetic excitation pulses used for nuclem magnetic
will have discrete, natural resonance frequencies. The wavelengths for
resonance frequencies in a toroid cavity are depicted in Fig. 15.
frequencies can be approximated by

Vn =!E,
21

n=1239 9 9...

resonance experiments,
the three lowest natural
The natural resonance

(9)

where v. is the n’h natural resonance frequency, c is the speed of light, and 1 is the length of

the toroid cavity. The wavelengths of the natural resonance frequencies are given by
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& =~, n = 1,2,3...
n

(lo)

where h is the nti natural resonance wavelength, and the other variables are define D above. The
consequences of these natural resonances have not yet been investigated. However, it is
anticipated that they may make it possible to add a second imaging dimension (along the length
of the cavity) to the toroid cavity instrument and provide both r and t imaging capabilities. The
large toroid cavities have similar characteristics to the smaller cavities for resonance frequencies
below VI.

Fig. 15. Schematic Representation of a Toroid
Cavity Resonator
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VIII.SUMMARY

The detection of moisture by using a toroid cavity NMR has been demonstrated in SiO,
and UOZ systems. The spatial distribution of moisture was quantified by means of NMR
detection; the sensitivity was 500 ppm of water. Furthermore, the moisture distribution was
determined by the RFI technique, a feature that is unavailable with any other NDA technique
currently in use. The NMR detector was scaled up by a factor of 2000, with a capacity of over
50 kg, which exceeds the size of the DOE-STD-3013 container. Thus, this device has great
potential for characterizing the moisture levels in the DOE nuclear materials now in interim
storage.

Future studies will include verification of a 50 ppm moisture detection threshold for the
toroid probe and a systematic examination of UO, particle moisture sorption for 100- and 325-
mesh sizes. Furthermore, the PU02 will be characterized and studied by varying the moisture
content. In addition, the moisture distribution will be determined by the imaging technique.
Computations will be extended to three dimensions, and PuO, systems will be evaluated. The
preliminary geometric examination will be taken into consideration for scaling up to the size of a
spent nuclear fuel container.
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APPENDIX I

TO: R. D. Wolson ChemicalTechnology

FROM: L. Nuiiez
E. Growney
J. Rathke
R. GeraldII ChemicalTechnology

Safety Review #247

May 7,1998

SUBJECT SafetvReviewfor the Premration andNMRAnalvsisof NuclearMaterialin Bldg. 205,
LaboratoriesG-117,J-102, andX-109

1.0 Backmound and Overview of the Prouosed Emeriment

1.1 Background

The encapsulationof nuclearwastematerialsin capillarytubes for non-destructiveevaluationsand the use
of NuclearMagneticResonance(NMR)for analysisof non-radioactivematerialsinvolveproceduresthat havebeen
coveredby previoussafetyreviewswithinCMT (#1,#4). The proposedstudywill expandupon these twopractices
and, thus,requirethis safetyreview. The proposedworkis coveredunder the NEPAReview#ER-70and the
proceduresto be discussedfall into the HazardClassificationcategoryof NonroutineLaboratoryworkas definedin
Chapter21 of the ANL-EESH manual. The first of thesetwo procedureswillbe the dryingof nuclearmaterial
powdersamplesand subsequentintroductionof controlledamountsof moistureto the samplesbeforeencapsulation
in a capillarytube. The secondprocedurewill be the non-destructiveevaluationof thesesamplesusing a NMR
system.

Evaluationof waterin nuclearwastematerialsis the focusof this study. Plutoniumoxidematerialplacedin
closeproximityto less than 1%wt. watercan result in the radiolysisof that waterand the generationof hydrogengas
overa long periodof time. The presenceof this gas in a sealedcontainercreatesa possibleexplosionhazard. The
goal of this study is to examinethe use of NMR as a nondestructiveevaluationtechniquefor addressingthk issue.
The resultsof this studymayhavean impacton hownuclearmaterialsare evaluatedprior to packagingand storage,
howtheyarepackaged,andhow the packagingintegritycan be checkedthroughoutthe storagelifetime. Theseare
importantconsiderationsin light of the large inventoryof materialwithwhichDOEmustcontend.

1.2 Scope of the Proposed Experiments

The materialsthat areproposedfor use are depleteduraniumoxideandplutoniumoxidesfromthe
incineratorash storedat RockyFlats. The isotopesplannedfor use areU-238and Pu-239. Approximately300-
800 mg of depleteduraniumoxideor plutoniumoxideash materialwill be used in eachsamplefor the experiment.
The plutoniumash is of a concentrationof approximately8 g of PU02for 500 g of ash (lessthan 2% by weightof
ash). Lowactivityisotopescan be usedsincethe studieswill be insensitiveto the particularisotopepresent.
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1.3 Overview of Experimental Approach

Samplesof nuclearwastematerialwillbe loadedinto capilkwytubes and temporarilycappedin X-Wing
(foruraniumsamples)or G-Wing(forplutoniumsamples). Also in theserespectiveareas,sampleswill be
introducedto varyingamountsof moistureusing the proceduresdetailedin Section2.1. Capillarieswill thenbe
flamesealedand placed in a tertiarycontainmentsystem(seeSection2.2.1)beforebeing transportedto the NMR
laboratory. The NMR experimentswillbe performedusing the INOVA-300NMR system(VarianInstruments)in
LaboratoryJ-102. This systemhas been usedextensivelyby a highlytrainedand experiencedgroupthat has already
performedmanyexperimentssimilarto that proposed.

2.0 Enerimental Operations and Conditions

2.1 Procedure for Preparing Samples for NMR Evaluation

The nuclearmaterialsampleswillbe encapsulatedin capillarytubesusing the proceduresdetailedbelow.
Approximatelyfive or six tube samplesof eachactinidematerialwill be createdduringthe courseof this
investigationin orderto assessthe effectof differingamountsof moisturecontenton the NMR measurements.The
uraniumoxidepreparationswill be conductedfirst in order to improvefamiliaritywith the proceduresand efllciency
in theirexecutionbeforeworkingwithPu material.

2.1.1 Uranium Sample Preparations
The uraniumpowderthat will be used will consistof depletedUOZcurrentlystored in X-109. The depleted

uraniumpowderwillbe packagedin the chemicalhood in X-109. Within the hood, the uraniumpowderwillbe
placedfirst into a smallvial (e.g.,scintillationvial). The openend of eachcapillarytube will be pressedinto the
powderat the bottomof the scintillationvial to force the powderinto the tube. Whena sufficientamountof powder
has beenpressedinto a tube (-300-800 mg), it will be invertedand the closedend will be tapped(by droppingin a
drop tube or tappingthe closedend by hand)until the powderis packedat the closedend.

Ambientwatercontentwill be removedfromthe uraniumsamplesby heatingthe open capillarytubes at
120”Cusing the benchtopoven locatedin X-109. Afterheating,the tubeswill be placedin a smalldesiccatorto dry.
Oncethe sampleshavebeen dried, they willbe temporarilycappedand weighedto determinethe total weightof
powderin each of the tubes. Controlledamountsof moisturewill be addedto the UOZin eachof the capillarytubes
by injectingdeionizedwaterusinga pipettorand an ultra-finetip. The capillarytubes willbe weighedagai~to
determinethe moisturecontentin each.

The sampletubesmustbe flame-sealedat this point. SinceX-109 lacksthe proper flamepermit,
equipment,and appropriatelyexperiencedpersonnelin residencefor this task, and becausetoo few of the samples
willbe madetojusti& the expenseof changingthis situation,the tubes will be takento G-117for this procedure.
The tubes will first be surveyedfor contaminationbeforebeingtalcentoG-117, and then they willbe flame-sealed

.,
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by Delbert Bowers who has had extensive experience in sealing XRD tubes. The tubes will then be swiped for
contamination and weighed a third time to account for any loss of mass due to the flame sealing process.

Following the sealing of the tubes, they will be taken back to X-109. Material containers will be surveyed
by both direct and smear procedures by HP personnel before being taken to X-109. To ensure that the moisture is
homogeneously redistributed throughout the sample, the sealed tube will be placed in a secondary container
(a temporarily capped test tube) and then heated at 50°C over-night using the oven in X-109. The anticipated
temperature change of 25°C above room temperature is expected to increase the internal pressure of either the sealed
sample capillary tube or the capped secondary test tube by no more than 10% of their respective initial pressures.

The capillary tubes will then be inserted into the primary-container (Teflon vial holder, see Figure 1). The
second and third levels of containment will then be assembled (see Section 2.2.1) before leaving X-109. The
container will be transported according to the guidelines discussed in Section 3.3 of this article.

2.1.2 Plutonium Sample Preparation
The plutonium ash that will be used is an ash heel (MBA# 190-3-02122-00000) with a concentration of

8 grams of Pu per 500 grams of ash. It will be obtained from Delbert Bowers and is stored in G-1 17. The
procedures outlined below are very similar to those for the uranium samples with a few notable exceptions. The
procedures are repeated below in their entirety and include these exceptions for the sake of completeness.

Samples of the plutonium-bearing ash will be packaged in a glove box in G-1 17 using the common
techniques practiced for filling XRD tubes. The plutonium ash will be placed first into a small vial (e.g., scintillation
vial). Each capillary tube will be suspended within a plastic centrifuge tube by being secured with a rubber stopper
with a hole. The open end of the capillary tube will be facing outward. This will cover most of the outside of the
capillary tube and protect it from contamination while it is filled. The open end of the capilhmy tube will be pressed
into the ash at the bottom of the scintillation vial to force the ash into the tube. When a sufficient amount of ash has
been pressed into the tube (-300-800 mg of ash), the tube will be inverted and the closed end will be tapped (by
dropping in a drop tube or tapping the closed end by hand) until the ash is packed at the closed end. It will then be
removed from the centrifuge tube and the outside will be swiped for contamination.

Ambient water content will be removed from the plutonium-bearing samples by heating the open capillary
tubes at 120”C using the furnace located in the G-117 glove box. Tubes will be placed in a tube rack before putting
the rack in the furnace. This will keep the outside of the tubes from getting contaminated in the fhrnace and protect
against accidental spills. After heating, the tubes will be placed in a small desiccator to dry.

Once the samples have been dried, they will be temporarily capped, packed in a plastic zip-lock bag, and
transferred out of the glove box according by Delbert Bowers using the bag-out procedure specific for G-117. From
there, the samples will be taken to Hood #5 in G-1 17 where both bags will be opened and the capped tube will be
weighed to determine the total weight of ash in the tube. Controlled amounts of moisture will be added

... , ( ,.$ J,,.:, .,’, /, . . (, ,, .,,; ,,.,.,-, ,, ,.,,,,.-%-. .: ,,. :,+;y4(, :+; y,,: ~ ,. ,
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to the ash in each capillary tube by injecting deionized water using a pipettor and an ultra-fine tip. The capillary
tubes will be weighed again to determine the moisture content in each tube. The tubes will be flame-sealed by
Delbert Bowers who has had extensive experience in sealing XRD tubes. The tubes will then be weighed a third
time to account for any loss of mass due to the flame sealing process

To ensure that the moisture is homogeneously redistributed throughout the sample, the sealed tubes will be
bagged back into the glove box and placed in a second tube (test tube) and heated at 50”C over-night using the
furnace in the glove box as before. The anticipated temperature change of 25°C above room temperature is expected
to increase the internal pressure of either the sealed sample capillary tube or the capped secondary test tube by no
more than 10% of their respective initial pressures. The tubes will be removed from the furnace and bagged out of
the glove box again when the second heating is completed.

The capillary tubes will then be inserted into the primary container (Teflon vial holder, see Figure 1) while
in the hood in G-117. The total tertiary container will then be assembled (see Section 2.2.1) before leaving G-117.
The container will be transported according to the guidelines discussed in Section 3.3 of this article.

2.2 NMR Materials and Methods

Even though a sturdier capillary tube will be used (borosilicate or Pyrex glass), the capillary tubes
containing the samples are relatively fragile and can be easily broken if mishandled. Thus, three more layers of
containment in addition to the sealed capillary tube will be used when transporting the material (see Section 2.2.2)
from the sample preparation laboratory (G-1 17 or X-109) to the NMR Iaboratog (J-102) and for use within the
NMR magnet. Figure 1 (see Section 6.3) displays the entire containment system proposed.

2.2.1 Tertzby Containment System
The primary container is the Teflon sample holder. The main body of the holder has holes that keep the

capillary sample tubes in a vertical orientation (necessary for integrity of analysis of the sample). In addition, the fit
of these holes does not permit the sample tubes to be jostled if the primary container was to be dropped. In the event
of such an accident, the Teflon material would absorb the shock of impact and protect the contents. Small holes in
the bottom of the Teflon holder extend into the larger sample vial holes. These were necessary to allow a pinto be
inserted and push out a sample vial already in the hole for the exchange of samples between experiments. Therefore,
to complete containment, caps will be used on the top and bottom of the Teflon holder. The top cap will keep the
samples in place while both caps will contain the nuclear material powder should the capillary tubes holding these
samples break.

Secondary containment is accomplished with the toroid cavity NMR probe that will be used for evaluating
the samples. The copper composition of the probe creates a durable outer shell that will also protect contents from
accidental drops. Total enclosure of the primary containment is achieved by the substantial overlap between the
central piece and top and bottom caps. These caps are secured with screws. Tape placed around the seams where
the pieces join and where the central conductor protrudes fi-ominside will ensure containment of any loose material
if the capillary tubes break and primary containment fails in the event of an accident.
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Tertiary containment is accomplished with the probe housing. This 2-foot long copper tube contains the
toroid probe and acts as a guide for placing the probe in the homogeneous region of the NMR magnet. In addition to
the upper cap to which the probe is attached, a bottom cap is added to enclose the secondary containment vessel.
These caps are screw secured and tape placed around the seams will ensure containment in case the sealed capillary
tubes, primary, and secondmy containment fail to hold in the nuclear material powder.

2,2.2 Location of Containment System Assembly and Materials Transport
The tertiary containment system will be fully assembled and the seams sealed with tape before it is moved

from either X-109 or G-117 to J-102. After a NMR experiment is complete, the container will be surveyed (direct
and smear) before taking back to X-109 or G-117 for disassembly and storage of the capillary tubes. In addition, to
assure that the NMR equipment remains “clean”, direct and smear surveys will be taken of the equipment after each
experiment when the container is removed. Chemical Technology personnel trained in the handling of radioactive
materials (Rad Worker I training) will move the sealed container between laboratories using a cart.

2.2.3 Presence of Personnel Dum”ngiVMRExperiments
The most critical times, when accidents that may compromise containment could occur, are when the probe

housing (i.e. tertiary containment system) is being loaded into the magnet or unloaded from it. One person is all that
is commonly required for this task. However, a second person will be in the laboratory during these times to assist if
there is trouble. If the tertiary container is dropped and the operator (the person loading or unloading the container
in the magnet) notices some type of damage to the containment vessel (external damage, a “rattling” or some other
sound from inside the container, etc.), the second person can take action and call Health Physics. The probe and the
operator will remain at the location where the accident occurred until HP arrives. Under the direction of the HP
person, the tertiary container will be taken back to G-117 and disassembled to determine if containment was
compromised and what subsequent steps should be followed.

No personnel need to be present while NMR experiments are in progress. Magnetic forces at the atomic
level are very weak and thus do not contribute large amounts of energy to the system in the form of heat, pressure,
ionization, etc. NMR is a noninvasive, nondestructive evaluation of the material that will not create the conditions
for any type of reaction in the material to be used in thk study. The first of these experiments will be conducted
during regular building hours so that laboratory personnel can be on-hand in case of some event, no matter how
unlikely. However, once the laboratory personnel have had experience and familiarity with the circumstances at
hand, it is considered reasonable that the NMR experiments can be in progress while unattended.

2.2.4 Hazard Communication and Temporary Controlled Area Designation
During the one or two months of experimentation when nuclear material samples will be used in NMR

evaluations, the immediate vicinity of the NMR magnet will be designated a Radiological Control Area. The magnet
is encased in a large metal cabinet within the laboratory. This cabinet serves as a convenient enclosure to be
designated a Control Area. Health Physics will be called to do the necessary surveys to designate and establish the
Control Area and when the area is to be undesignated after the experiments are complete. Signs with the proper
designations will be posted on the doors of cabinet during the course of experimentation.
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3.0 Safe@ Considerations and Concerns

3.1 Sample Preparation Concerns

As described in the introduction, water in the presence of a radioactive material (plutonium in particular)
under the right conditions can result in radiolysis and the generation of hydrogen gas. However, this is a process that
takes years to occur and requires a large quantity of Pu (compared to the quantities and concentrations that will be
used in this experiment). There will bean insufficient amount of material for this reaction to occur during the
duration of the experiment, or during the length of time we intend to keep these samples as references for future
studies (e.g. hours or days).

Several things could happen to these samples when placed in any of the ovens of furnaces mentioned in
Section 2.1. When an open capillary tube is placed in one of these devices, there is a possibility it will be knocked
over and the contents spilled. In that event, the material can be collected by the operator and redeposited into any
capillary tube. The ovens and furnaces proposed for use will be operated in Radiological Control Areas. A tube
rack, suitable for the temperatures that will be experienced in these respective ovens, will be used to hold the tubes to
avoid such accidents.

Another possible incident with these heating devices is that the contents of the flame-sealed tubes will
explode due the pressure generated by elevated temperatures. The capillary tubes chosen for this experiment were
pwposely selected for their thicker walls and subsequent resistance to a variety of material stresses. It is believed
that for the 50”C temperature change and for the accompanying 10% change in pressure, to which these sealed tubes
will be exposed, the tubes will not experience the type of internal pressures that could cause them to crack or
explode. However, as an added safety precaution, the sealed tubes will be placed in a secondary container before
being put into the oven. This extra container will catch any loose material that results from a sample tube explosion
and it will protect the other contents of the oven from such an incident.

There are several opportunities to break these capillary tubes. For this reason, most direct handling will
occur in a controlled environment such as a glove box or hood that is approved for the presence of the respective
nuclear material. For the plutonium samples, when transporting from the glove box to the hood in G-117, the bagged
sample could be dropped and stepped on. This is the motivation behind using zip-locked bags for the samples before
bagging out of the glove box. In this case, any such accident will not result in puncture of the outer bag and the
contents can be disposed of as the appropriate waste form. For either uranium or plutonium samples, these tubes will
be placed in the primary containment before leaving the hood. If they break while inserting into the container, they
are already in the right environment to contain such an accident. The primary container itself will proteet the
capillary tube contents while it is carried to the probe housing assembly area and during the assembly of that
container system. If dropped, the Teflon construction of the primary container will absorb a large portion of impact
energy, thus protecting the contents. In any event of a drop, Health Physics will be called to assess the situation.
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3.2 Operation and Use of the NMR System

General safety issues concerning the operation of the NMR system have been addressed in a previous safety
review (#l). All of the safety precautions and procedures detailed in that document apply to this experiment and will
be followed. The following are points not covered in that safety review.

3,2.1 Nuclear Materials Containment
The unique aspect of this study is the use and evaluation of nuclear material in the NMR system. The first

concern about the presence of this material is contamination of the NMR magnet and of the laboratory due to lost
containment of the material. As described in Section 2.2.1 previously, a tertiary containment system will be
implemented to house and protect the capillary tubes encapsulating the nuclear material.

3.2.2 Presence of Helium and Nitrogen
The next concern is the close proximity of the nuclear material to the NMR system components, in

particular the baths of low-temperature liquid helium and nitrogen that maintain the superconductive properties of
the NMR magnet coil. The samples will be well isolated from these reservoirs. The helium and nitrogen gases that
boil off of these liquid reserves are inert to all compounds that will be used. As described in document ANL-CMTI-
9966 (#l), boil-off gasses during regular magnet operation are vented clear of the magnet where the worker and the
probe will be located.

In the event of a magnet quench, where the liquid helium and nitrogen rapidly boil off, the ventilation
system already in place will evacuate the large volume of boil-off gases in a short period of time. The proximity of
the probe is such that low temperature helium and nitrogen gases will not be passing near the probe housing. Thus,
compromise of containment by shrinking of the containment vessel in the presence of low temperatures or the tearing
and removal of the sealing tape due to high velocity gases will not occur. If ventilation fails during a quench and the
concentration of these gases are so great as to diffuse into the probe, the gas-tight capillary encapsulation of the
material will prevent contact with the gases. If the ventilation fails and the gas-tight encapsulation of the material is
compromised, the materials will not react with the helium or nitrogen gases anyway, as described above.

3.2.3 Strong Static and Radio Frequency Fields
There are two particular hazards to consider for any material placed in the strong static and radio frequency

(RF) fields of the NMR magneti magnetically induced forces and induced electrical currents.

Magnetically induced forces are a concern for any material witMn the NMR magnet. Magnetic materials
containing iron or iron compounds generate their own magnetic field and can experience large forces in the presence
of an externally applied field. Paramagnetic materials generate their own magnetic field only in the presence of an
externally applied field. Pararnagnetic generated fields are generally weaker than those generated by magnetic
materials. Paramagnetic materials experience smaller forces (in proportion to the smaller generated fields) in an
applied field as well. No magnetic material will be used in this study. However, the plutonium and uranium oxides
to be used in this study are paramagnetic when in pure, undiluted, and highly stoichiometric forms. The
susceptibility of these materials can induce fields on the order of part per thousand of the applied field. Although
this is high compared to most materials used in NMR which usually experience
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induced fields on the order of part per million of the applied field, forces exerted on the amount of material to be
used will be very small. In addition, due to the highly non-stoichiometric structure of these oxides and their low
concentration in the ash residues that will be used, the magnetically induced forces experienced by these samples will
be insignificant.

Induced electrical currents in samples that result from their presence in an externally applied magnetic field
can cause resistive heating of sample material. All materials to be used for these experiments have very low
electrical conductivity. Despite the fact that uranium and plutonium are metals, their oxide forms are not considered
electrically conductive. In fact U02 is sometimes used as an electrical insulator. Therefore there is no potential for
electrically induced chemical reaction or resistive heating.

3.3 Material Handling and Transfer

All phases of this project will be conducted within CMT. All sample preparations will be done in either
X-109 or G-117, which are both appropriately characterized as areas for working with the respective materials. The
NMR laboratory J-102 is characterized as a non-radiation area (in-house approval to work with up to 500 mg Pu-239
equivalents). As mentioned in Section 2.2.2, CMT personnel trained in radioactive handling of materials (Rad
Worker I training) will do transport of the tertiary container between G-117 and J-102. Procedures identified in
documents #2 and #3 will be followed for material storage, transfer, and handling.

4.0 ALARA Considerations

The packaging of the NMR samples will be carried out with full consideration of ALARA principles. The concern
with the handling of tie depleted uranium is over ingestion of the material or contact to the unprotected skin or eyes.
Gloves will be worn when handling this material as well as the laboratory prescribed protective eyewear.

The plutonium samples will be packaged in a glove box and will be isolated from contact or physical
exposure. The concern with plutonium, because of the isolation of the material from physical contact during the
entire packaging procedure, is the incurred dose from gamma ray emission. However, only minimal quantities of
plutonium will be handled and the small doses will be confined to the hands. Ring badges will be worn when
plutonium is handled.

ALAIU principles will likewise be observed during the NMR evaluation of all nuclear materird. While in
operation, the closest an NMR system operator will come to the magnet while an experiment is in progress will be
-6 feet (-7-1/2 feet from sample). The tertiary containment system and the multiple metal layers of the NMR
magnet Dewars also serve as shielding. The closest that a system operator will come to the sample will be 1-3 feet
when loading and unloading the tertiary containment into and out of the NMR magnet. Due to the concerns
mentioned above, gloves and laboratory prescribed protective eyewear will be worn when handling the tertiary
containment in the unlikely but possible event that containment is compromised.
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As describedabove, the isolationfromdirectphysicalcontactwithplutoniumfocusesthe primaryconcern
on the incurreddose fromgammaray emission. This is likewisea concernwhenassemblingthe tertiarycontainment
systemfor the NMRexperimentsand transportingit betweenlabs. Due to the proximity of the probe (and sample) in
the probe housing, the extremities will be exposed to the same dose as the torso or whole body. Therefore, a
dosimeter badge will be worn when plutonium samples are examined in the NMR system.

5.0 Waste Minimization and Disposal

The contaminated waste that will be generated by this experiment will be gloves, wipes, and the excess
glass of the capillary tubes that will remain after the samples have been sealed. All will be treated as TRU waste.
The capillary tube samples used in these experiments will be used again in future studies. Therefore, there are no
plans to recover the samples after encapsulation. However, they will be returned to their respective original owners
(uranium oxide back to Luis Nuiiez, X-109 and plutonium ash back to Delbert Bowers, G-117) in their encapsulated
form.

All other chemicals (liquid or solid) will be disposed of in compliance with CMT, ANL, CERCLA, and
RCRA protocol. Both ALARA and chemical safety precautions will be utilized (e.g. personal protective equipment,
engineered safety features) in compliance with all federal and in-house regulations.

6.0 Attachments

6.1 Personnel and Training

L. Nuiiez is the principal investigator for the work outlined in this safety review. Either E. Growney or
M. Kaminski will perform the handling and preparation of depleted uranium samples. M. Kaminski or other
personnel extensively experienced in handling dispersible forms of TRU material will perform the preparation of Pu
samples. Assembly of the tertkmy containment around the samples, transport to the J-102 NMR lab, and operations
of the NMR system will be conducted by E. Growney under the supervision of R. Gerald IL E. Growney has
received Radiation Worker I training and is up to date on all required ESH training for his job responsibilities.
M. Karninski has worked extensively with TRU materials in dispersible (liquid) forms and is very well informed,
through ANL training (including Rad Worker II) and his nuclear engineering background, on the hazards and
precautions of working with TRU material. R. Gerald II has extensive experience in NMR and is particularly
familiar with INOVA-300 system that will be used in J-102.
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6.2 Relevant Memos and Documents

Reference # Designation Date Title
1 ANL-CMTI-9966 12/1/89 Safety Review of High-Pressure NMR

Experiments; Bldg. 205, J-102
2 ANL-CMTI-11418 7117/95 Nuclear Material Handling Plan
3 7/96 Special Materials Users Guide, Argonne

National Laboratory
4 ANL-CMTI-12061 3/19/98 Safety Review for the Analysis of Encapsulated

Actinide Solid Samples at the Advanced Photon
Source, Bldg. 443

A. Drawings
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APPENDIX II

The computation of an NMR spectrum relies fundamentally on the relationship:

co=yB (A2.1)

In the case of NMR where a homogeneous field (over the limited space of the sample) B. is
applied, B is the component of the flux field parallel to Bo, the so-called “spin” component. In
the ideal case where the field space in consideration has been properly shimmed and there are no
induced distortions caused by the introduction of objects into the field, B is exactly Bo. The
material-dependent y is the gyromagnetic ratio, and co is the frequency of precession of the

nuclear spin. Despite its simplicity in form, this is often a very complicated calculation. One
cannot perform NMR experiments without the introduction of some objects or materials that
cause distortions. Thus, B in general is composed of several parts that are spatially dependent
upon field inhomogeneities. For the field inside of a NMR magnet where material with a given
susceptibility is present and where the susceptibility differs from the surrounding environment,
the more general expression of Eq. A2. 1 is

co=yB=ypO(HO+H~+M) (A2.2)

where pO is the permeability of free space (4 z x10-7 H/m), Ho is the applied field intensity, and

~ is the component of the distortion field parallel to Ho. In Eq. A2.2, M is the component of the

magnetization of the material parallel to Ho. The vector magnetization M is related to the
applied field and distortion field via the susceptibility of the material, ~, by the vector equation

M=y(Ho+Hd) (A2.3)

Assuming a linear isotropic environment, quantities such as ~0 and ~ are constants. Otherwise,

these would have to be considered tensor quantities in their most general form. The distortion
frequency can then be related directly to those components of Eq. A2.2 causing the distortion,

Aco= yWO(H~+M) (A2.4)

The distortion field, Hd, is determined by a surface integral over the boundary between
materials of differing susceptibilities. Usually, this boundzuy takes the form of a closed surface
because of the introduction of an object of finite extent into the otherwise homogeneous field.
The equation that enables the calculation of Hd is

A

Hd ‘A~~~(MouMde
47t R

-Mimide).ih (A2.5)

The vector R is the distance from a given point on the boundary (object) surface to the point of

interest; f is the unit vector along the direction of R; S represents whatever set of variables are
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necessary to perform the surface integral; tii~i~, and MOuN~,are the respective magnetizations

for inside and outside of the objector susceptibility boundary. The unit vector ii is the surface

normal at the point from which R is pointing. Note that the distortion field results from the net
magnetization across the susceptibility boundary. The dot product between this net
magnetization and the surface normal is sometimes referred to as the “magnetic charge”, a purely
mathematical convention since Maxwell’s equations clearly show that point magnetic charges do
not exist, Note also that Eqs. A2.3 and A2.5 form a set of recursive functions. Thus, the true

values of M and H~ are the products of an infinitely iterated loop between these two equations.

First, an estimate is made for M,

(A2.6)

(A2.7)

(A2.8)

This is followed by an updated estimate for M,

M1l = %(HO+Hj),

followed again by an updated estimate for the distortion field,

A
H! – 1 J :(MII

outdde — M;:ide) “ LLS
4X SR2

(A2.9)

The iteration would continue, with the results of each new step being an improvement on the
results of the previous step. Note that in Eq. A2.9, a previous-order estimate, H:, is implied in

the current estimate, H!. This can make computations of high order estimates extremely

cumbersome. However, if ~ is small enough (-10-6), there is generally no improvement over the

first-order estimates in Eqs. A2.6 and A2.7. Fortunately, this is the case a majority of the time in
NMR, where the materials ex~ned are weakly paramagnetic or diamagnetic. This f~st-order
approximation can be used to calculate the frequency in Eq. A2.2,

-7 POK1+)9HO+J%I (A2.lo)

The resulting distortion frequency can be approximated by

AciI = ypo[xHo+Hjl (A2.11)

M1=~Ho

Then, an estimate is made for Ed,

H: =+ -&M:”kide–M;mide).ibs
4X SR2
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The method described above can be used to calculate the field distortion and resulting
spectral distortion for an object of any geometry. In fact, this can be used for calculating the
distortion from multiple objects and linearly superimposing the effect of each individually. To
illustrate the use of the equations above, consider a single sphere introduced into a homogeneous
magnetic field much like that of an NMR magnet (Fig. A2. 1).

&, BO
dS

Figure A2. I A Sphere Introduced into a Homogeneous Magnetic Field. The radius vector a
pointing to a surface patch dS, the position vector for a point outside of the sphere r,
the angle between r and a (0), and the vector pointing from the surface patch to the
field test point (R) are all quantities necessary for computing the surface integral
equation given in Eq. A2.13.

The f~st-order approximation to the magnetization induced in the sphere is

-1M inside
=~no (A2.12)

It is assumed for simplicity that the susceptibility outside of the sphere is zero (sphere is in
vacuum). Thus, the distortion field calculation yields

(A2.13)

Equation A2. 13 illustrates two interesting points about this calculation for the distortion outside
of the sphere. First, due to the geometry of the sphere, a closed form expression for the integral
can be found. Second, this distortion field is position dependent (defined by r and e) and falls off
as l/r3, just like the field of a magnetic dipole. On the basis of Eq. A2. 11, the first-order
approximation for the distortion frequencies that this field produces is given by

Am=‘YpfJ~(cos%l -~)HO (A2.14)

These expressions for the distortion field (Eq. A2. 13) and frequencies @q. A2. 14) correspond to
the contour map and spectrum shown in Fig. 13 of the main text.
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